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This is about “The Dawn Of Everything”;
A new book by two Scientific Scholars,
who stand with me
(with my Soldiering Instinct Theory too,)
SQUARELY in REALITY,
in the New Age Of DARWIN,
Darwin, whose insight re-grew the world::

This book is by 2 Darwin Disciples::
David Graeber, (a famous theorist of MY Occupy Movement),
and his more sedentary (& longer-lived) pal David Wengrow.

To begin with;
This is one of the TRUEST studies i ever read about Human Beings’
endless florid, kaleidoscopic habit: Being SUPERIOR to each other,
which gets Incessant!, Complex!, Startling! Anthropological!, ODD!!

>> Me saying this even tho i’ve read only 430 of its 610 pages;
>> &That 610 includes the Notes, which i sincerely vow to read,
>> NOT the Bibliography or Index, which you can’t reasonably ask.
>> [-That’s a “Druidic 3-Pronged Fun Example”.-]
>> [-This contrapuntal voice speaks up here & there.-]

Seriously::
“The Dawn Of Everything” discusses the hunger for superiority
as part of our Evolved Human Nature that often is fine,
but goes VERY wrong in some Human cultures,
and then pries open the mystery of how
such various outcomes happen,
and similar mysteries.

++ ++ ++ ++ ++ ++ ++
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+&& ++ && ++ &&+.. .. What Does The Book Say?

.. .. .. ..
?.WHAT DOES THE BOOK SAY.?? — Part 1:

.. .. .. .. It tells you: Just look around!!
Remember the Modern World lucky people used to love?
Surprise!:: Another “World’s Greatest Empire” has fallen,
And this time Holy MOTHER EARTH lies dying of rape.

.. .. .. .. Book asks:
Does this HAVE To Happen with Human Beings??
Our Darwinists, utterly convinced Humans EVOLVED,
Both with proud careers as Controversial History Scholars::

.. .. .. .. ask “”?Was this wreck inevitable for us?””
They offer a careful patient reader a Worldwide Deep Dive,
Into Human Instinct, answer: Our lives COULD go other ways,
But for now, we must get a TRUER understanding of ourselves.
Then=> If Earth is still livable for Humans, we could do better.

.. .. .. .. Suggests:::
If we TRULY UNDERSTAND our instincts,
&& somehow got a 2nd chance,
this research suggests we WOULD do better.

.. .. .. ..
?.WHAT DOES THE BOOK SAY.?? — Part 2:

.. .. ..
The Ancient Natives of WHERE I LIVE, in North America;
whom i’ve studied with sympathetic fascination for many years;
Until 1492 AD they were in a Stone Age, just 5 & 1/3 centuries ago!
Until 1492 AD there weren’t even wheels in North or South America.
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.. .. ..
And it being so recent,
Archeology & Written History together have a great mass of facts
about the Many PREHISTORIC GOVERNMENTS Natives made here;
(Some of their facts i’ve seen on the ground, but not in books;)

.. .. ..
This book roots there, begins adding to it big Railroad Cars,
& Steamship Flotillas of OBSCURE Published Science, by
Balloon Squads of NonCornformist Scientists, not one
of whom ever got a paying College Job;;

.. .. Yes,
Our 2 “David” authors start their Intellectual Adding Machine,
a Logical Deduction Hunt for ALL the answers,
starting up at the top of Page One.

.. ..

.. .. And all toward this goal::
Understanding the Political Lives of our Ancient Ancestors.
::: Repeat::
Understanding the Political Lives of our Ancient Ancestors.

.. .. .. ..
?.WHAT DOES THE BOOK SAY.?? — Part 3
Here is a MAJOR CONCLUSION of the whole book,
which, for clarity, our authors transplant to its first chapter,
and they then weave like basketry to drape their logic on thruout.

.. ..
Three Basic Claims Of Human Tyrants:

1. They claim the right to kill you.
2. They claim the right to hypnotize you.
3. They claim the right to rule every moment of your life.
=> Believing all 3 claims by anyone is the door to subjugation.

.. ..
Three Basic Human Freedoms:
1. Freedom to disobey.
2. Freedom to move away.
3. Freedom to decide how you live.
=> Claiming & keeping these is how Humans end subjugation.
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.. ..                                 Just for your information, Friend::
By some fact of Nature well known to Druids,

but understood ONLY by Poets, Numerologists & Card Players;
a Structure Trick i found in Old English SPOKEN Entertainment;

Like Brave Community Defender Beowulf, favorite story of an age::
TO REMEMBER: Make a 3-beat list plus walking-rhythm summary.

.. ..
And i must report, this is sturdy stuff
to crochet a NEW World History book with.

.. .. .. ..
?.WHAT DOES THE BOOK SAY.?? — Part 4
: : : : : : : : MEN’S DOMINATION OVER WOMEN IS WAR.
This is in 100% with Marija Gimbutas on that particular point.
Maybe disagreeing, our authors don’t call it the cause of all war;
Instead, they add up history and see Male Domination as war itself.
.. ..
I bet they wanted to make another 3-Item List:
>History’s Lessons About War::
#1: Obviously The DOMNATION of WOMEN by MEN is WAR;
Then, 610 pages were too few to sift history’s evidence for the others.

.. .. .. ..
?.WHAT DOES THE BOOK SAY.?? — Part 5
Says do this::   STUDY THE POLITICAL LIVES OF OUR ANCIENT ANCESTORS.
                       You won’t be sorry that you did.

^^^ 
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.. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. : : : : What Does “SR” Bring To The Table?

 ?.WHAT DOES “SR” BRING TO THE TABLE.?? — Part 1:

.. .. .. ..

.. .. .. .> HUMAN HISTORY in light of Human Evolution,
and HUMAN PERSONALITY in light of Human Evolution,
are separate much-argued complex fields of Scientific Study.
.. ..
This book builds an extraordinary wide bridge between them,
>[-How?: Personality isn’t generalized; it’s shown by examples.-]<
and the authors stay where their unchallengeable expertise is,
on the History side of the fascinating story.
.. .. .. ..
.. .. .. .> Me? I’m what might be called “a Full-Throttle Polymath”.
Your Basic Polymath learns 3 or 4 different (usually desirable
& creative) skills, .. Maybe Concert Music + Modern Painting +
Advanced Math, etc, .. very nice. .. .. But FULL-THROTTLE? .. ..
.. ..
.. .. .. .> Also called Empath, it’s an EXHAUSTING path to wisdom;
I have felt Large Aspects of my Personality change shape, so to
speak, to fit a Soldier, .. a Modern Painter, .. Ecstatic Shaman, ..
Political Activist, .. Poor Farm Worker, .. etc.
.. ..
.. .. .. .> Hearing of Evolution, i became an Amateur Scientist too;
Given Serious Study to the Evolution Science around Personality!
Devised my own “Soldiering Instinct Theory” mentioned in this
post. .. My favorite book on this: “The Art Instinct” by Dutton.
.. .. .. ..
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?.WHAT DOES “SR” BRING TO THE TABLE.?? — Part 2:

I am, by now, if nothing else, a Professional Consulting Occultist.
Neither of our authors is or was.
(Unless we start getting transmissions signed “DG”. (-Druid joke))

.. .. .. ..
>BUT: They make room for Human Occultism like for Personality!
Example: They discern one of Central America’s earliest cities was
Harry Potter’s Hogwarts, a real & INFLUENTIAL Shaman University,
But about the paintings on the walls they give vague generalities!!!
I have no idea without better hints!!!

.. ..
Still, i’ve NEVER seen another serious book treat Human Magic as
a significant fact, voice, or mode, in the history of Human Life.

.. .. .. ..
>Not enuf scholars take The Occult seriously.
Occult Practices are a favorite thing of all Humans,
often given real power, so should be in serious books.

.. .. .. ..
>But again, our authors wisely stick to their expertise;
Still, there’s only 2 or 3 places in this blog post,
where i propose Historic Details of Magic.

^^^^

YES, ALSO;

I am in the habit of pursuing life’s conundrums in scholarly books.
I got into it researching for a novel of the Greek Eleusis Mysteries.
Do you kno there’s A GERMAN NAZI Theory of ANCIENT GREECE.??
An entire crackpot German Nazi Theory of ANCIENT GREECE?? Yes.
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So strange this was, the Fascist Fantasy of UBER-
-HEROIC Greece, was later made the plot of a

“Raiders Of The Lost Ark” movie.
Nazis declaring MYTHIC Greek Heroes to be a

REAL race, physical fathers of their (Brief)
HEROIC German Race.

Was in the years before the Nazis pulled the

trigger on their war; Their “Greece” was obviously
to attract badly-needed sympathizers thru

THRILLING ““SCIENTIFIC”” PATRIOTIC Films.
“Strange Idea” by sr

While against it, brilliant dedicated ANTI-NAZI SCHOLARS dug in;
One an ARCHEOLOGIST i’d later meet, as Initiates would say;

We, in spirit, “Embraced as cousins on the road to Eleusis.“

The Novelist & Archeologist with beer

& walking sticks,
pockets full of psychoactive hakbigast 

concoctigoons,
chatting, hiking thru TIME & 2 years’

pious research.

“Portrait Of A Fact” by sr

“Carl Kerenyi” on books, or “Karoli Kerenyi”

says Wikipedia now.

And=>“Thruout his life, Kerenyi EXPLORED

EVERY CLASSICAL SITE  of THE ENTIRE  

MEDITERRANEAN.” <== swears Wikipedia (!!!!!)

“Carl Kerenyi” by sr

And me born with >LUCKY TIMING< just after World War Two,

The tyrants driven out of power, Europe for a while set free,
Anti-Tyrant Scholars’ countless hidden Secret Manuscripts;

typed in shuttered attics, materialized from cellar closets,
cranked slowly thru translation to the US. Paperback Market;

So when i FINALLY swore to write a True Meaningful Novel;

Just then: I found an Anti-Fascist Druid in my corner bookstore.
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And i think Mr. Kerenyi would agree with
either MOST ALL, or else EVERYTHING, that

David Graeber and David Wingrow have said here.
@@~~~~~~@@

^^^^
[-Please Note: “HAKBIGAST CONCOCTIGOONS“::: The Eleusis Pilgrimage

did offer psychoactive food and/or drink to their Pilgrims. .. We know their

herbalists had 4 active ingredients to choose:.. Distilled Alcohol, .. Poppies,
.. Amanita Mushrooms, and Grain infected by Ergot Fungus, .. Surely expertly

blended for Safe Tailored Effects into a menu of Traditional Secret Recipes,
.. Safe Ingestibles their Refreshed Pilgrims MUST have given FUNNY NAMES.

…. Okay?But you can tell i invented hakbigast concoctigoons — It sounds like
English Language nursery rhymes, not Ancient Greek.

…. … Please Also Note:
GANJA, sweet Miss Mary Jane, may have also been in the cupboard, like a

Dried Spice in hand-full amounts, for we KNO the Ancient Luxury Trade from
India reached busy Port Of Athens, and its Tattooed Throng of Drunken 

Sailors,
who surely often DRIED OUT on the optionally-hard 3-Day Event, .. even the

prized chance to help pull the heavy Statuary Cart up & down hills LIKE A
FREAKING HORSE, free massage, medical care & fortunetelling, and of

course the world-famous Healer-brewed “HAPPY SAILOR’S PAL”. .
:BUT:::                             

We can’t kno if Ganja lurked in the Sacred Healers’ Cupboards of Eleusis.
::WHY CAN’T WE KNO?:: 2 REASONS::

A:: Any Ganja Trade to Ancient Greece sailed the Tropical India / Egypt

Trade Wind Ocean Route. .. &That ancient seaway’s ancient port towns, with
their mud breakwaters, adobe wharves & warehouses, and the old clerks’

filing boxes, with all their baked clay or papyrus SHIPPING RECORDS in
them still, .. (The legendary Magic Carpet World of Sinbad the Sailor.)

.. Today, most all of that has been ingested by the Sands and Tides.

REASON B:: The earliest Greek Herbal Book that could have survived till now

would be from the Hellenistic Period, a much later & different time than
we’re discussing . .. BUT I PROMISE:: If i dig up the “Eleusinian Herbal

Cookbook” somewhere, i’ll let you buy the big illustrated, gold-
-embossed, buckram-bound hardcover edition. .. I promise. -]
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^^^^

Are you a Goddess Worshiper?

If so, you can probably guess more about the Facists’ lies.

May i offer background?:::
First there was Mother Africa. .. Then there was Mother Egypt.

Then the GREAT GLACIERS melted, opening vast lands northward.
>>(much as renowned Anthropologist Marija Gimbutas’ vision)<<

Sometime in there, a great wave of Mother Worship
walked northward.

&The Eleusis Mysteries, the historic Demeter Cult;
That was the OLD-OLD FAITH that walked north;

– However –
Belligerent HERO WORSHIP also shoved in,

They, Whoever, bringing SPORT WAR FOR SLAVES
into the archipelago we call “Ancient Greece”;

?.With boats & spears.?
Came raiding slaves & occupying farms,

(keeping score with their FRAGILE reputations)
come from somewhere else in the vast tumultuous

Melting Lands & Waters;

Then ELEUSIS, a coastal hilltop in that archipelago;
A hilltop to be called “MOTHER’S FARM” for ages after;

Soon enuf, it CRYSTALIZED AS REFUGE from the damn HEROS.
Or so i firmly believe from my Kerenyi-inspired research;
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Plus: this IS compatible with “The Dawn Of Everything”.
(Also, probably, Marija Gimbutas’ vision.)

::!! YES !!::
THIS EXCITING HISTORY STORY

IS ABSOLUTELY PERFECTLY IN SYNC
WITH GRAYGROW & WINBAR’S CURRENT RESEARCH
(druidic joke misspelling to break rhythm for ending)

(.!!!!!!.)

And DEAR Goddess Worshipper please hear:
Believing this obscure ancient history (as do I)

logically defines you as an ANTI-FASCIST.
As is, most emphatically, that book.

~~**~~

[-Please Note: Egypt as mentioned above refers
to the very very long Pre-Dynastic Period.-]

^^^^^

 === ??.??\/??.?? ===

~::. .. .. .. ... ~EXPLAINING MARX TODAY~ .. .. .. .. .. .. .::~
~::.. .. .. ~IF YOU ARE ANY VARIETY OF LEFTIST~ .. .. ..::~

(Part 1)
>!WARNING!!WARNING!> “The Dawn Of Everything” has
some quotes from CARL MARX, && discusses MARXIST
IDEAS quite respectfully !! when considered applicable
to discussions.; && if you don’t like it, just get stuffed.
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Now, just so you kno who you’re talking to::
I am a big fan of Bernie Sanders TO HIS LEFT;
Have you heard of Old Professor Noam Chomsky?
If you have or haven’t i’m still:
a NOAM CHOMSKY PACIFIST ANARCHIST.
I listened to the Old Professor
& thought “Correct!”

Thus i am a Street Veteran,
of local OCCUPY CAMP in 2011.
And if you do not have the idea yet,
just look Chomsky up in Wikipedia.org ,
or the DemocracyNow.org video archives.

Thank you in advance.

::> NOW: <::
::> Explaining Marx TODAY <::
::> If You Are ANY Variety Of Leftist <::

You kno what???
We could start with a scientific approach to Varieties of Leftist.
How about that?
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We could look at TheRealNews.com – Which offers a wide spectrum
of Leftist Theory, by centering itself in the Whole Leftist Community

of their Home City, Baltimore, and have done many years, so we’d
get a BIG VARIED ARCHIVE of LEFTIST PHILOSOPHY CHANGING

over time. .. I’d look at theory starting in Occupy Summer of

2011, an UNARMED REVOLUTIONARTY MILITIAUNARMED REVOLUTIONARTY MILITIA Of TheThe

POORPOOR that was USA’s BLAZING FORGEUSA’s BLAZING FORGE of NEW NEW LeftistLeftist

understanding.understanding. .. So we’d look at Leftist Philosophy

only in & since Occupy 2011. .. OK, but what for?

Well, can you visualize that LEFTIST ACTIVIST ZONE
out in the Political Landscape? At least of USA? Well
EVERYONE in there now, who i’ve heard on this, says::

Marxist ideas are ESSENTIAL to understand the past,
to understand the vast Rubble Field crumbling around us.
But in the Planetary Transition, Marxism Became OBSOLETE
beyond this World Collapse (that It ACCURATELY PREDICTED.)

Ie: Marxism, tho Brilliant before, says little looking forward.

BUT:
We do need ideas from Marx
to understand the past::

LIKE:#1“Government & the rich team up to steal money” etc,

OR:#2:”Capital punishment’s just simply war against the poor“;

OR:#3″Public Education is often misused as a tool of our rulers“;

OR:#4″This is like the English Iron Age if you had a little pig farm“;

&You Dear Reader, probly kno many Wise Sayings Of Marx yourself.
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But Look:: Look at #1 up there!

?The Government & the rich team up to steal money??

Yes certainly that WAS Cosmic Wisdom,

=>but going Obsolete now with Governments & Banks dissolving

simultaneously to a choking smothering dust of Distasteful,

Scarcely-Believable & Sad, Sad, HYPOTHETICAL CON-

CEPTS; a foul fog still heard moaning of Money,

War, Torture; A thick condensation

of GUILT-RIDDEN GHOSTS;

Capitalism Et Cetera.

Good riddance.

Goddamn.

(Part 3)
(I’m lettin ya kno this so you won’t embarrass yourself in conversation,
in case you are an Out-Of-Touch Leftist;
(- !Hey! stay in touch OK?-))

^^^^
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~~~~:::****/\***:::~~~~

“Horus Is Conceived”
painted by sr

~~~~:::***\/***:::~~~~

: And NOW :
we’ve reached the UNIQUE CONTRIBUTION

of “The DAWN OF EVERYTHING”, looking toward
a CLEARER UNDESTANDING of Human History,
(improving our chances in the World Crash). ..

From OUR crumbling ruins now and all others before,
gathering our Age Of Tumult together with all Human times;
Repeat: our Age Of Tumult Together With ALL Human times::

__ . _ . _ ./!!****!!\. _ . _ . __
=>. .. .. … .. .Guess What. .. .. .. .. .<=
==>. .. Study The Political Lives .. .<==

== ==>. . .Of Our Ancient Ancestors .. .<== ==
==== ==>.. .. .. . .. .. .. .. . ./\. .. …. .. .. .. .. ..<== ====

… .. ..There a New META-POLITICS Of FREEDOM Is Offered.. .. ..
… .. .. ..Age-Old Universal Politics of Free Human Beings.. .. .. …

_*_*_*_*_*_
Proposed to perpetually arise from the loom-web of EVOLVED

HUMAN INSTINCT, .. .. Science saying current wretched set-up of
stuff is NOT INEVITABLE. .. Offered in conceptual space where

the authors are Freaking-Intrepid Disciples of Darwin.

And !THAT! sells the book to me right there.
~~~~:::~~~~

^^^
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=> => A REVOLUTION IN OUR SELF-KNOWLEDGE::
=> => => => => A New Meta-Politics of Human Freedom,
(>study the political lives of our ancient ancestors<)
Perpetually arising from the loom-web
of Evolved Human Instinct.
:: :: :: 

Part 1: SOME DEFINITIONS:

First Off: WHAT IS IT?? .. PLEASE explain the MAIN IDEA.
>> Okay!!

>> In our quarter-million years or so of Human evolution,
we’ve created a VERY RICH variety of DEEPLY FELT ROLES,
that we weave together constantly, sculpturing the amazing
delight, comedy, farce, drama, tragedy, & horror of daily life.

>> Unfortunately, of course, we MUST have perpetual BLIND
IGNORANCE; .. We CANNOT, ..(unless we hire a Philosophical
Contortionist with a Logic-Warp Chamber,;) .. (or we discover
affordable friendly Hyperlinks thru Space & Time;)

.. Otherwise::
We CANNOT evolve an understanding of our evolving instinct.
It even took an hour figuring out this paragraph. .. I felt oddly
like a Chimpanzee pondering Chimpanzees, with none
of their historians available.

NO Instinctive Understanding of our Instincts!!
No wonder we pray for Divine Aid so much.
Oh well; let’s just play on thru.

^^^^
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== == == == == == == ==
A New Meta-Politics of Human Freedom, (>study the
political lives of our ancient ancestors<) Perpetually
arising from our Mother’s ever-weaving womb-web,
from Her flowing milk, our precious Nature-given
treasure(CONFUSING&)Evolved Human Instinct.

Part 2: SOME EXAMPLES of HUMAN INSTINCTIVE ROLES:
Two notes:
A: Feel free to imagine any of these people as Today or Prehistoric.
B: This level of detail, about Instinctive Roles, is not discussed in
.. ..”The Dawn Of Everything”. .. Instead, they give 610 pages of
.. ..Historical Examples & multi-faceted discussions of their
.. ..History Examples, saying the whole panoply is enacted
.. ..by something just like this Human Kaleidoscope here.
.. ..Theory for this is in the field of Evolved Personality.

~~(Instinctive Role Exple. A:)

Let’s begin where i personally began so much,
my proposed Evolved Human SOLDIERING Instinct;

Hey Listen:

I REFUSED Modern War, & Felt punishment as PRIMAL;
I saved a soldier, led well, led MANY in direction of Death;

And i ALWAYS cultivated High Honorable Reputation,
All of that vivid experience Simultaneously Aware

of my clear IN-BORN Sense of HOW TO SOLDIER.

It’s an instinct to assemble a SUPERB Community Defense Band.
Tiny INDEPENDANT ARMY of small squads, around 180 militia,
who ELECT The Officers; to whom a defeat is SHAME at home.
&WOW: Ancient Mystic Vision landed me in modern trouble.
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~~(Exple.B:)

I’m going to continue with my own experience for this exple.
This was immediately after that, and i’ll show it’s got both
a clear similarity and a clear contrast, to life in Exple.A.

This instinctive role is my SACRED PRIESTLY Career:
With Oath-Bound Friends calling Deities on schedule,
astonishingly discovering Psychic Fortune Telling,
and that in truth THE DEAD STILL LIVE;
(Bewilderment for Guilty Soldier!)

And to leave offerings to Earth.
And if a congregation comes, to lead.
And if a student comes, to sing and teach.
And learn to pray to WHOEVER with a full heart.

>> With, more-or-less, Four Thousand of us in the land,
>> with long-forgotten wizard tricks we summoned:
>> PACIFIST MIND-FREEDOM REVOLUTION :::
>> Subversives simultaneously Posing As & BEING:
>> PAGANS declaring Sacred Presence in an evil empire.

>>> And after these many years, fragile success in the USA:
>>> Mind-Freedom here has blossomed profusely, but,
>>> being so very Beautiful, is under attack today.

But wait! =>About Exiples A versus B?!? .. i bet $2 on this!
You spoke a list of Contrasts; but was it one deep Contrast?

=> I feel Soldiering & Priesthood as TWO ADVENTURES.

So now: What was their great outstanding commonality?

=> My Students & Soldiers are IDENTICAL BEINGS in my heart.
=> And; Maybe:

=> It’s with that anchor that i seem like one being thru it all.

Hey LOOK::
If i may speak in old Occult terms,

the Flowing Energies of Hellenistic Alchemy;
(more Primal &Titanic than our “Sexuality” or “Gender”;)

Maybe in that Natural Magic, our roles are made by Mighty EROS,
The Power in Manifest Life, Son & Lover of Our Mother Nature;

??.Does such a BRIGHT Spirit evolve our Human Roles.??
((But in Deep Fluids, loved by Wild Humans, is barbaric PAN.))
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That may be true insight, but what in our words do i mean?

~~Druidic Graffiti;

 V  V  V  V  +
.!. .!. .!. .!. =
mmmm oooo aaaaaaa wow wow

== == == === === == == ==

~~(Exple.C:) – !!.BANDIT OUTLAW In The Woods.!!

– OCCUPY SUMMER in 2011 :::
– For us that rushed out from the houses,
into Police Machine Gun Street;
– To EAT The RICH, & fleeing to a public park,
there disport with Great God PAN;
– Together, in our time, a mighty deed was done;
for us there then this stands forever;
– We’d vote us all Primordial Bandits In The Woods.

== == == === === == == ==

~~(Exple.D:) – !.LAWGIVER.! – DAVID GRAEBER

The deceased among our “David” authors::

Justly EXTREMELY Famous on the left. .. non-conformist

Scientific Scholar had the great good luck of helping

create,

what was, in my opinion, one of the great Constitutions

Of

Government in history. .. .. Certainly the Best-

Scientifically-

-Informed Design For Human Government so far:: Pacifist

Anarchist Papers we Occupy Camps got off the internet.

David Graeber is the ONLY well-known member of a Working

Group (probably hidden around College Scene, northeast

USA)

fabricated an Experimental Government out of guts & chomsky;

Our author possibly got shoved out front to be a Police Target!!,

which, like Mythic Sacrificed King, is not as great as people say,

But in any case is the Group’s only well-known member.
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You got these contents:

!!.WE EXIST.!! -plus- Voting etiquette & hand signals, Indexed

Users’ Manual & Flowchart Check List; .. Outlined Stashes of

fully-detailed home-printable INTELLIGENT PROPOSALS you

found on the internet in compressed folders, at addresses in

forwarded e-mails. .. .. Printed, tried out, scratched, penciled,

debated, SENT FEEDBACK & silent-hand-signal-voted in.

.. But WHY did i, subversive but experienced Army Officer,

trust this crap that Who-Knos-What left laying around??

WHY TRUST IT?? .. Again & again, the Scientific Ideas

WORKED, worked =>!*NON-VIOLENTLY*!<=,

both in our camps & in our streets!!

YES!! – VOLUNTARY EXPERIMENTAL GOVERNMENT – YES!!

BUT:::: In Human Instinct an army IS an army;

.. .. .. ..Mustering one is either Successful -or- You Die.

.. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. ..

Yes::
Occupy 2011: Successful Muster, Test ATTACKs, Field Training!!:
A winning “Summer Campaign” as our old ancestors would say,
back in the times when the armies ONLY came out in summer,
back when our Human Wars were fought to suit the weather;
till that Autumn’s early snows, the final booze in the last tent.

Yes::
We disbursed the Summer Camps well-trained, unbeaten.

== == == == == == ==[]
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^^^^

~~*CAUTION* About the Paleolithic Corporal -sr~~

!!Seriously!!

I’m editing this morning, and i read his speech above here.
Suddenly, with that little bit of verse an old memory came

in like heavy fog and penetrated, and absorbed me. .. =>The
actual memory of the last booze in the last tent.<= … It was
RITUAL, so Vividly Real. .. Suddenly i realized how compelling

that Instinctive Role’s VICTORY SPEECH,
like that one here, might be.

But please DON’T WORRY;
We’ve already begun on this with the next section.

-sr-
^^^

~~~(Example E’s Humble Preliminary Explanation)~~

You see, the next example is A RENOWNED INTELLECTUAL WOMAN.
So before we get there i would like to explain, humbly, why this

Humble Narrative (so far) is JAM-PACKED with Human Males.
?Okay

Look at all the competitive struggle, several kinds,
these Alpha Males bothered each other with!

The situation is: .. .. In reading this so far: .. We’ve broken thru a crust
of Hereditary MANIACS, .. Packing material around the Conceptual

Space where BABIES come from. .. .. Surely that is pretty much
how our Instinct sees it, for, .. .. (as a Traditional Occultist I
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MUST caution you:), . . By calling her “SEER” as we will, ..
(I’ll type while you read it.);

.. Thereby:: We are HERE VENTURING into Conceptual
Space called “THE WOMEN’S MYSTERIES”, .. But

we’ll only peek in the window for a moment;
(a mistake fraught with vengeful dangers);

Truly a place of Power where our Psychic
Gateways stand open to the Universe!

Because: The Sacred Universe is where Babies come from;
(Sacred at least in both genders’ instinctive concepts.)

(For Survival requires we think our babies sacred.)
(So our Psychic Powers congregate together,)

(like at every Vision Pool of Human Myth,)
(from there reaching out into Universe.)

Alpha-Maleness has nothing to compare,
in their time-bound Maniac Championships.

So Next:: .. A RENOWNED INTELLECTUAL WOMAN::

.. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. ..
^^^^
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== == == == == == == == == == == ==

~~ Primordial Role Example E: ~~
~~ Seer Of Sacred Lore ~~

~~ MARIJA GIMBUTAS ~~

Another NonConfornmist Anthropologist & Archeologist;
=>This one also Linguist, Ethnologist, Stateless War Refugee,

& groundbreaking Political Philosopher, this one hired
for prestigious college jobs everywhere she fled;

(!*fled with her children born in that time*!)
& Beloved by her academic colleagues.

*>Was Intellectual Mother of Feminist Movement, 1970s onward<*
& Lies in A PLACE OF NATIONAL HONOR in her Homeland.<=

[&endorsed by authors of a NEW world history book.]

* SEER Of SACRED LORE *
?Have you heard of her before?

Marija Gimbutas:
{-Here-} .. .. on Wikipedia
{-Here-} .. .. .. on Youtube

(go ahead; i can wait {-here-}.)

There’s very little more that i can tell about her.
I suggest we here have an Astonishing Manifestation
of Our Mother wandering to Eleusis with her children,

Our Mother DEMETER,
!Revealed as primordial QUEEN!

and of course i’m sworn to secrecy.

Go ahead; Watch some videos & read about her life.
See what you think & how you feel about it.

~~.~~.~~
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^^^^

__.But My Instinct FREELY Says This.__
!.Queen.!

When i am a soldier,
There, by rights, is my Commander;

There, in mortal form,
appear the ideals i struggle so hard for.

I am a Soldier of The Lady.

~ ~ ~ : ~ ~ ~ : ~ ~ ~

~ ~ = = ~ ~ = = ~ ~ = = ~ ~ = = ~ ~ = = ~ ~ = = ~ ~ = = ~ ~ = ~ ~
(- Here is the end of this narrative poem. -)

~ ~ = = ~ ~ = = ~ ~ = = ~ ~ = = ~ ~ = = ~ ~ = = ~ ~ = = ~ ~ = ~ ~

"Ukraine, Tyrant Putin & The Nature Of Sovereignty"
(preview of my next blog post which has that title)

Please recall these four major lessons from
"The Dawn Of Everything" which i featured above::

We’ve evolved a rich variety of deeply felt roles,
that we weave together constantly,

sculpting the amazing delight, comedy, farce,
drama, tragedy, & horror of daily life.

Three Basic Claims Of Human Tyrants:
They claim the right to kill you.

They claim the right to hypnotize you.
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They claim the right to rule every moment of your life.
Believing all 3 claims by anyone is the door to subjugation.

Three Basic Human Freedoms:
Freedom to disobey.

Freedom to move away.
Freedom to decide how you live.

Claiming & keeping these is how Humans end subjugation.

We cannot evolve an understanding
 of our evolving instincts.

So we must understand intellectually
 & learn our understanding in our cultures.

In my next blog post i'll try using those lessons to better
understand the truly primordial conflict of Truly Evil Putin

mercilessly attacking Truly Heroic Ukraine.

As solvent i'll pour in a worldwide political concept,
a concept in Primordial Politics so universal

that it even got its own Tarot Card(!)
the Human idea "Sovereignty".

I'll try to answer questions::

What is it that we Know is so Evil in Putin?

What is it that we Know is so Noble in Ukraine?

And, please Mother Earth, How Can we LEARN this??

-sr

~ ~ = = ~ ~ = = ~ ~ = = ~ ~ = = ~ ~ = = ~ ~ = = ~ ~ = = ~ ~ = ~ ~

(-.Here is the end this blog post.-)

~ ~ = = ~ ~ = = ~ ~ = = ~ ~ = = ~ ~ = = ~ ~ = = ~ ~ = = ~ ~ = ~ ~

F ind ing  Th is  On  The  Web

My blog is called Stone Riley Druid Classroom.

The front page .. ... www.stoneriley.com/druidclassroom

This blog post .. .. .. www.stoneriley.com/readingdawn

There's a link to download this booklet inside the post.

(-.Here is the end of this booklet.-)
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